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Blockchain is not a cryptocurrency. It is what
makes cryptocurrency possible.
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Blockchain is a type of ‘distributed’ or ‘shared’ ledger
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What Blockchain is and how it functions


Shared Information:
 Each participant has a copy of the ledger on their computer, making the ledger “decentralized”
 Transactions are added to the ledger only after consensus is reached across the network
 Ledger is continuously updated by an algorithm to be in sync with all the other ledgers in the network
 Allows participants (who may or may not trust each other) to transact among themselves



Permanently Recorded:
 Every transaction from beginning to end is permanently recorded
 No one can alter history or deny past transactions



Secures against:
 Fraud
 Errors
 Misinterpretation



Increases:
 Trust
 Accountability
 Transparency
 Transaction speed and efficiency
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Example of decentralization: The internet
Encyclopedia Britannica
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Wikipedia
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Blockchain technology decentralizes ledgers
PayPal
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Bitcoin
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Traditional local networks

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, IBM
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Traditional client-server-based network

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, IBM
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In a DL, each participant in the supply chain has a
copy of the ledger and has visibility of all activity

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, IBM
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Centralized vs Distributed Ledgers
Centralized and Alterable

Distributed and Immutable



Trust but verify



Trusted



Requires intermediaries



Immediately recorded



Slower transaction process



Easily available



Frictionless
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Traditional centralized ledgers: Housing records
held with title companies
Party

Description

Date

Builder

House Sold to Owner #1

2010

Owner

Owner #1 added second bathroom

2012

Architect

Approved addition

2013

Real Estate

Sold to Owner #2

2015

Owner #2

Second bay added to garage

2016

Architect

Approved extension

2016

Insurance

Electrical fire damages utility room

2017

Electrician

Approved electrical update

2017
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How Blockchain works (It’s complicated)

Source: Satoshi Nakamoto
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Each transaction (block) is chained together and
secured with “hashes,” making them immutable
Party

Digital Signature

Timestamp

Hash

Bill

0x26fdslf9834jnspf908lk

Jan. 12, 2018, 10:15 a.m.

1

Nancy

0x98wq43rhfasdk984qw

Jan. 23, 2018, 1:18 p.m.

2

+ 1 hash

Tom

0xj89e03jlkejs8dh278jhr

Feb. 17, 2018, 9:34 a.m.

3

+ 2 hash

Fred

0x3jde89u60fjh49567ha

Mar. 5, 2018, 11:53 p.m.

4

+ 3 hash

Michael

0xh78493hkjehf9834kh8

Mar. 7, 2018, 7:18 p.m.

5

+ 4 hash

Susan

0xw8243hjksd83h48usi3

Apr. 14, 2018, 5:16 p.m.

6

+ 5 hash

Alice

0xn65hf78345hfklajsgbs

May 2, 2018, 12:08 p.m.

7

+ 6 hash

Joe

0x903475fkhsd98t734hk

Jun. 27, 2018, 8:42 a.m.

8

+ 7 hash

Ann

0xhb7834fksty34erf89uy

Jul. 3, 2018, 11:02 a.m.

9

+ 8 hash

Mary

0xjh0943flsht34trsgf45rt

Jul., 8, 2018, 4:11 p.m.

10

+ 9 hash

“Digital signatures” prove who you say you
are, but are more secure than handwritten
signatures that can be easily forged.
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Encryption + “hash”
from prior transaction

The “hash” connects
transactions and prevents
double-spending.
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Transaction on CoBank’s Blockchain:
Todd sends 0.002 “ether” coin to Montrell

Source: CoBank
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Types of DLs: Permission-less and Permissioned
Permission-less (public)

Permissioned (private)



Users are anonymous



Users are NOT anonymous



Each user has a copy of the ledger



Permission is required for users to have a copy of
the ledger



Each user participates in confirming transactions


Permission is required for users to participate in
confirming transactions



Ideal for private transactions
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Uses for Agriculture, Finance, and Commodity Trading
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Blockchain can be used for ‘smart contracts’

Source: CodeBrahma
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Smart Contract Use Cases in Agriculture

Food Safety

Multi-Party
Finance

Traceability

Risk
Mitigation

Payments
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Food Safety

Problem: In a complex food
supply chain, food retailers
must quickly track down and
control food contamination.
Blockchain can:
– Quickly find the source of
outbreaks of pathogens,
including salmonella, E.
Coli, listeria, mycotoxins in
grain, etc.

Example: Walmart traced a
package of mangoes to a field
in Mexico in 2.2 seconds.
– Old method (gathering
data from paper, barcodes
and other sources to trace
a contamination) took 6
days, 18 hours and 26
minutes.
– Walmart is part of a
consortium of retailers and
food companies (Costco,
Nestle, Unilever,
McCormick and Dole)
partnering with IBM to
target food safety using
Blockchain.
– Based on Hyperledger
Blockchain.
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Multi-Party Finance

Problem: Banks participate
in multiparty loans with an
abundance of redundant
paperwork.
Blockchain can:
– Digitize contracts, letters
of credit, bills of lading,
government inspections
and certifications.
– Match data in real time.
– Avoid duplication.
– Reduce need for manual
checks.
– Bypass intermediaries and
third-party lenders.

Example: Louis Dreyfus
ships U.S. soybeans to
China (Jan. 2018).
– 3 banks: ING and ABN
Amro Bank (Dutch), and
Société General (French).
– Document processing was
reduced to a fifth of the
normal time.
– Transaction time cut in
half (from two weeks to
one).
– Used Easy Trade Connect
(ETC) platform, which is
based on J.P. Morgan’s
private Quorum
Blockchain.

Example: Cargill ships
Argentine soybeans to
Malaysia (May 2018).
– 2 Banks: HSBC (British)
and ING (Dutch).
– Transaction took 24 hours,
compared to the normal
time of 5-10 days.
– Used R3 Corda
Blockchain platform.
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Traceability

Problem: Food fraud costs
the world economy $40
billion/year.
Blockchain can:
– Create true transparency
back to the producer.
– Reduce false labeling.

Example: Grass-fed beef.
‒ BeefChain in Wyoming
shows supply chain of
grass-fed beef.
‒ For consumers desiring
all-natural, grass-fed beef.
‒ Cattle tagged with RFIDs,
which enables each steer
to be tracked throughout
its life, including
the pastures where its
been fed and the vaccines
that were used.
‒ Based on the TE-FOOD
Blockchain.

Example: Fair trade coffee.
– Coda Coffee (Denver)
puts a QR code on coffee
to show supply chains.
– For consumers desiring to
protect forests, wildlife and
indigenous communities.
– Based on Bext360, a
global ag supply chain
Blockchain platform.
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Inventory Risk Management

Problem: Weather and
pests remain perpetual risks
to farm productivity, which
affects the entire agriculture
supply chain.
Blockchain can:
– Share data from the field
across the supply chain
participants on the
Blockchain.

Example: Satellite and field
data can be posted on the
Blockchain as auxiliary
information available for anyone
down the supply chain who
participates in the smart
contract.
– Supply chain participants
can "zoom in" on growing
conditions and view risk
factors prevalent during
the farming conditions.
– Data can create value for
farmers with supply chain
participants who are
looking to manage supply
risk.
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Payments

Problem: Farmers are not
paid immediately when they
deliver a crop, which
exposes them to
counterparty risk from
buyers in a complex supply
chain.

Blockchain can:
– Reduce payment time to the
farmer, from days or weeks,
to seconds.
– Allows just-in-time inventory
structure.

Example: AgriDigital.
– The world’s first integrated
commodity management
platform linking farmers,
buyers and storage
providers.
– Grain purchase and
settlement agreements are
designed as "smart
contracts" that are
executed automatically.
– Based on a private version
of Ethereum Blockchain.

Example: GrainChain.
– Farmers paid immediately
in tokens upon delivery of
the grain per the
conditions of the smart
contract.
– Tokens exchanged for
hard currency or used to
make a purchase
elsewhere.
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Takeaways

Market Transparency
Value Creation
Security
Efficiency
Risk of Irrelevancy
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Summary


Blockchain is in its infancy and will take time to develop, just like the internet:
 First computer network, 1969
 First public computer network, 1983
 World Wide Web goes public, 1991
 AOL email, 1993
 Wikipedia, 2001
 Facebook, 2004
 Bitcoin goes live, 2009
 First Blockchain-based grain trade via AgriDigital, 2016



Agriculture and finance are industries that both have efficiencies that could be resolved with Blockchain
technologies



Agriculture is a diverse industry. Industry acceptance will take time.



“Document flow” is low hanging fruit for blockchain use applications



May require investment in other assets (grain bins, transportation, etc) for blockchain to be of use in grain
trading



Blockchain will have many uses, but is not a cure-all for all problems
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Resources


Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System
 By Satoshi Nakamoto, Bitcoin
 https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf



Blockchain: What It Is, What It Does, and Why You Probably Don’t Need One
 By David Andolfatto, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
 https://files.stlouisfed.org/files/htdocs/publications/review/2018/04/16/Blockchain-what-it-is-what-it-doesand-why-you-probably-dont-need-one.pdf



Blockchain Meets Agriculture: Supply Chain Transformation Possibilities
 By Shivkumar Kalyanaraman, IBM
 https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/Blockchain-meets-agriculture-supply-chain-shivkumar-kalyanaraman



Blockchain: Change is Coming to Agricultural Supply Chains
 By Trevor Amen and Tanner Ehmke, CoBank
 http://www.cobank.com/KnowledgeExchange/~/media/Files/Unsearchable%20Files/Knowledge%20Exchange/2018/KED-Report-BlockchainApril2018.pdf



Blockchain in Agricultural Commodity Trading: Dream or Reality?
 By Tanner Ehmke
 https://www.cobank.com/knowledge-exchange/general/blockchain-in-agricultural-commodity-tradingdream-or-reality
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